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A simple proof is given of the representation of martingales adapted to the sigma fields of a 
process with stationary, independent increments. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1967, Kunita and Watanabe [3] proved that if B, is a Brownian motion, then any 
square inf+:grable martingale adapted to the sigma fieldls of Br could be represented 
as a stochastic integral with respect to B, a result that has proved very useful in 
filtering and control theory. 
If Xt is a process with stationary, independent increments, finding all the square 
integrable martingales adapted to the sigma fields of Xt is a more difficult problem. In 
fact, both Chou and Meyer [l] and Parthasarathy [5] have shown that, in general, 
there will be martingales that cannot be represented as stochastic integrals of Xt, ati 
least not as stochastic integrals in the usual sense. In 1975 Gal’Euk [2] characterized 
all square integrable martingales adapted to the sigma fields of a process with1 
stationary, independent increments, using the notion of stochastic integrals with 
respect o random measures. We give here a simple proof of this result. Our proof is 
completely elementary in that we use neither the Levy-Khintchine formula, the Levy 
kernel, the local characteristics, random measures, nor the ‘uniqueness in law’ of X. 
Instead, we use only Ito’s lemma. In place of random measures we use the more 
conventional ideai of stochastic integrals with an optional integrand. 
In Section 2, we give the necessary preliminaries. Hn Section 3, we prove our main 
theorem, and in Section 4, we prove three extensions: an extension to the d- 
dimensional case, an improvement in the Poisson case, and an extension to the case 
of local martingal es. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We recall briefly the necessary definitions and results. See [4] for details. Let 
(0, F, P) be a probability space, Ft an increasing right continuous family of sub-sigma 
fields of F. Assume F0 is trivial. A process H defined on n X [O, 00) is called 
predictable if it is measurable with respect to the sigma field generated by the sets 
{(w, t): S(O) c t G T(w), S, T stopping times}. H is optional if it is a measurable with 
respect o the sigma field generated by the sets {(CO, t): S(w) c t s T(w), S, T stopping 
times}. Ft is quasi-left continuous if FT_ = FT whenever T is a stopping time such that 
{(w, T(W))} is in the predictable sigma field. 
Let MO = {M,: (Mt, Ft) is a martingale, supI EM: < 00, and MO =: 0}, the collection 
of square integrable martingales. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
martingales in MO and L2 random variables with mean 0 given by: if Mr E MO, 
M, = lim,,, M: is in L*(P), and EM, = 0; if 2 is in L2(P) wil:h E& = 0, M, = 
E(Z1 Ft) is in MO, and Ma = 2. 
If M E MO, M can be written as MC + Md, where MC has continuous paths, Md has 
paths of bounded variation, and MC, Md E MO. If M E MO, let (M, M), be the unique 
predictable process such that Mf -(M, M), is a martingale. Le: [M, Ml1 = 
(MC, MC), +C,,,(,4MS)2, where AMs = MS -MS-. If M, N E MO, let (M, N) = 
$((M + N, M + N) -(M -N, M -N)), and similarly for [M, N]. If X is a semimar- 
tingale, that is, if X = M + A, where M E MO and A is a process with paths of 
bounded variation, let Xc = MC, and [X, X] = (X’, Xc) + CsG, (AXsj2. If ME MO, H 
is predictable, and El,” Hz d(M, M), <in), then (H . M), = $ H, dM’, the stochastic 
integral of H with respect to M, is the unique martingale such that (H l M, N) = 
H l (M, N) for all N E MO, where (Ha (M, N)), = 1; H, d(M, N),, a Lebesgue-Stielt- 
jes integral. If H is optional, and Fr is quasi-left continuous, the same definition holds 
provided (,) is replaced by [ ,] throughout. 
If the FI are quasi-left continuous, one can show that A(H l AQs = H,AM,. It 
follows that if H is an optional process that is 0 except for countably many points, 
as., H l M is the unique martingale that has 0 continuous component and has paths 
of bounded variations with jumps H,AM,. 
If X = M + A is a semimartingale, let 1; H, dX, = ji H, dM, + JA Hs dA,, where the 
second integral is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, provided, of course, that H, satisfies 
appropriate integrability conditions. We will need to use Ito’s lemlma: 
emrna .l. If X is a semimartingak, f twice continuously diferend’iable, then 
f Wt? -f (X0) = I of f’(x,-) dX, -+ 4 j- ’ f"(X,-) d(X’, Xc), 0 
where ’ is the continuous component of the martingale part qf X. 
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We will also use the integration by parts formula, an immediate corollary of 
Lemma 2.1: 
lury 2.2. If X and Y are semimartingales, 
J 
c 
XtYt = X,- dY, + t u,- dX, +[X, Y&. 
3 J 0 
A4 is a local martingale if MO = 0 and there exist stopping times S, ‘/’ 00 such that 
MlhS, is a martingale and EIM& I< 00 for each n. It can be shown that if M is a local 
martingale, there exist stopping times Tn t 00 such that A&-,, = U: + Vy, where 
U* E MO and V” is a martingale whose continuous component is 0 and which has a 
single jump of size NT, at time Tn. One can then define [M, M] by the same equation 
as before, and if the p;l are quasi-left continuous and if H is optional with 
E jr Hz d[M, MIS COO, let H #M be the unique local martingale such that 
[H4W, N]= H*[M, N] for all NE MO. 
3. The basic theorem 
We first prove a coupie of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose 44; N E M& then 
(a) if L e MO and (L, N) = 0 implies (L, M) = 0, then M = H l N for some predic- 
table process H. 
(b) if the sigma fields i7 are quasi-left continuous and [L, N] = 0 implies [L, M] = 0, 
then M = H. N for sorrv optional process H. 
Proof. Let H - d(M, N)/d(N, N), the Radon-Nikodym derivative, and let 
L = M-H l N. Clearly (L, N) = 0, and so (L, M) = 0, Then (L, L) = (L, M) - H 9 
(L,N)=O,orL=O. 
The proof of (b) is the same with (,) replaced by [ ,]. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose M”, M E MO, N a local martingale, M& + M, in Lz, and 
M” = H” l N, where H” is predictable and satisfies E 50” (Hy )* d[N, N& < 00. Then 
M = H l N for some H predictable srxh that E jr H: d[N, Nls < 00. 
If the sik:ma fields Ft are quasi-left continuous, the result still holds if ‘predictable‘ is 
replaced by ‘optional ‘. 
Proof. E(l$ -M: j2 = E[M” -Mm, M” -Mm], = E 50” (H: -H,“)* d[N, N],. 
By the completeness of the space L2 with respect o the measure on R x fl given by 
Jz l d[N, N],, there is a predictable (optional) process 
J 
oc 
E[HaN-M”,H*N-M”],=E (Hs - H:)2 d[N, N15 + 0. 
0 
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Hence we have E[(H l A& -A&]* = 0, or A&, = (H . N),, which gives our result. 
Suppose XC is a process with stationary, independent increments with paths that 
are Iright continuous with left limits, X0 = 0, Ft the sigma fields generated by X(. 
Then F’ is trivial, Ft is quasi-left continuous, Xt is an optional process, and the 
process XC_ is predictable. If EIXCl < 00, let Xi = Xl. If EIXtl = 00, let 
where f(x) = 1 -t (2/7r) arctan x if x 2 1, -1 - (2/7r) arctan 1x1 i,f x 6 -1, and 0 other- 
wise. It is clear that Xi has stationary, independent increments and that Xi 
generates the same sigma field as Xl. In the case EIXtl = 00, Xi has bounded jumps, 
and so E(X: 1~ 00. Let X:( = Xi - EX:. Since EX: is constant for each t, X7 and Xi 
generate the same sigma fields. Hence X:( is a process with stationary, independent 
increments that generates the same sigma fields as Xt. Note that XI = Xt in the case 
El&\ < 00 and EX, = 0. Note also that X:( is a local martingale. We may therefore 
assume without loss of generality that EIXtl < 00 and EX, = 0. 
Thesrem 3.3. Suppose Xt is a process with stationary, independent increments, 
EIXtl < 00 and EX, = 0. Then M E MO if and only if there existi: an optional process H 
such that A4 = H l Xand E j: Hf d[X, X], < 00. His given by d[M, X]f d[X, X] and 
is unique up to a.s. equivalence with respect o the measure on 0 x [O, ~0) given by 
E j: - 43, Xl,. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part follows from the definition of stochastic integral. If M = H. X, 
[M, X] = _K. E;li; X], which gives the formula for H. If M = H. X = H’. X, then 
0 = E((H . X), - (H’ .X)x,)* = E[(H -H’) l X, (H - H’) . X], 
= E((H - -HI)*. [X, Xl),, 
which gives uniqueness. 
For the ‘only if’ part, suppose first that X has bounded jumps. Let N be a positive 
integer, and let Y, = Xt,,N, and let L E MO such that [L, Y] = 0 for all t. We first prove 
by induction on r that if u is any positive real G N andl Zt = E( Y: ] F,), then 
[M, Z], = 0 for all t. r = 1 is clear. 
If r> 1, by Lemma 2.1, 
U U 
Y: = I rY:S1 dY, +$r(r - 1) I Y:Z* d( Y’, Yc)s 0 0 
+ C [YL - Yi_ -rY:T’ AY,]. 
SSU 
(i) [L, rY? . Y] = rY’--’ .[L, Y]= 0. 
(ii) Since the continuous part of Y, Y’, is Brownian motion up to time N, 
(Y’, Y?, = at, where a = (r/i )*, if t G N. Then by the induction hypotheses and the 
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fact that Y:-* is right continuous, 
Jo’ Y:I* ds] =[L, Jou Y:-2 ds] = Jou[~, Y:-qds=o. 
(iii) Since Y, = Y,-+AY,, by the 
polynomial in Y,- and! AY,. So it 
WC,,, Yz_ AYZIF,) and psr-2 
binomial theorem Y: - Y:- - rY:-’ AYs is a 
suffices to show that [L, Z]=O, where 2 = 
(12 2. I$ Wr = C,<, AYZ, W has stationary, 
independent increments, and V!& - k is a martingale, where b = E WI. Then Wt - 
bt =j; AY:-’ d Y,, since both si3es are martingales with paths of bounded variation 
with the same size jumps. 
z,= 1 Y:_ AY:=[~Y:_ dW,=[“Y:_ d(W,-bs)c.hl’ y:- ds 
ssu 0 0 0 
I.4 
u = J Yf AY:-’ dY,+b J Y,” ds. 0 0 
Sincepst- 2, using an argument similar to (i) for the first term and an argument 
similar to (ii) for the second term shows that [Z, L] = 0. 
Next, by Lemma 3.1 for each r and U, E( Y:l Ft) = EY’, +H”” 9 Y, for some 
optional process H Isu. Since Yt has bounded jumps, 
E(exp(ikY,)I F1) = E exp(ikY,) + Mu l Y 
for some optional process HU by Lemma 3.2. Since YN- = YN, a.s., we may assume 
H,” isOif taN. 
If s is a fixed real, repeating the argument for Xi = X,+, -Xs, F: = 0(X:( ; u s I’) 
shows that exp( ik’(Xt+, -Xs)) is also of the form: constant + H’ l X, where H’ is 0 on 
[0, s) and (d + s, 00). 
IfN=H~XandN=H’~X,whereHisOon[a,b]andH”isOon[a,b]‘,then 
l[a.b] ’ N = N l[a,blc . N’ = N’, and by Corollary 2.2, 
NN’=N-9 N’-NI 4+[N,N’] 
=N_H’~X+N’HdK+l [a,b]l[a,b]c 9 [N, N’] = (N-H’+ N!.H) 9 x, 
again a stochastic integral of X. It follows easily that if so G s1 G l - 9 G s,,, then for 
reals kr, . . . , k,, nT= 1 exp(& (Xsi -Xsi_,)) is a stochastic integral of X 
Finally, let J, =c,,, AXSl(lbxS13~), and let XF =X, 4, +Ejr,. X: has 
independent increments, mean 0, and bounded jumps. Hence 
Z=,filexp(ik,(X~-X,l))==EZ+H~X~ for some Ha 
‘=? 
Let B = {(t, w): IAX,(O)~ 2 N}. It is clear that B is an optional set, and XN = d, sb * 
Hence Z=EZ+HIBc* X, a stochastic integral of X. Letting N -+ 00 shows by 
Lemma 3.2 that nr=, exp(ikj(Xsj -Xsi_lj) is a stochastic integral of 
Lemma 3.2 again, any square integrable martingale adapted to F, is, also. 
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. Extension*; 
(i) Suppose X, is d-dimensional. 
emrm .f. Suppose the sigma fields Ft are quasi-left continuous. Suppose 
N’, . . . , Nd E MO, M” E MO for each n, M” = )$, Hin . N’ for some optional 
processes Hi,, 
processes Hfi 
and Mk + M, in Lz. Then M = xy=, Hi l N’ for some optional 
PrshBf. First orthogonalize the N’s by a Gram-Schmidt process. Let L’ = N’, and for 
2sjsd, let 
i-l d[N’, Lk] 
L’=N’- c 
k=1_ d[Lk, Lk] 
@ Lk. 
Let 
J=M_ f d[M,L;lmLia 
j-1 d[Ll, L’] 
It should be clear that it suffices to show .J =O. [J, L’] = 0 
for all j, hence [J, N’] = 0 for all j, and so [J, M”] = 0 for all n. 
Then 
[J, Jl=[J,M]=[J, M-M”]+[J, M”]a[J, J]‘/2[M-Mn,M-Mn]“2, 
using the inequality of Kunita and Watanabe. Since E[M - M”, M-M”]* 0, we 
have our result. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Xt = (Xi, . . . , X:‘) is a d-dimensional process with stationary 
independent increments, E(X{)2 c 00 for all j, and EX, = 0. If M is adapted to the 
sigma fields of Xt and M E MO, then there exist optional processes HI, . . . , Hd such that 
M =ci”=, Hi-X’. 
Comment. If E(Xo2 - 00 for some j, or EX, # 0, replace Xt by X:l in a way similar 
to that preceding Theorem 3.3. 
roof. Let (,) denote the usual inner product. If u = (~1, . . . , kd) iS any vector, 
(u, X,) is a process with stationary independent increments, and by Theorem 2.3 
ewG(u, X3 - exp(i(u, Xt)) = ItHs d((u,X))= i J’~+H, d~( 
0 j=l 0 
for some optional process As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, if * Xi and 
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N = zFZ1 Ki l Xi, where lra,bl l Hi = Hi and 1 la,blc * Ki = Ki for all j, then 
MN =: C (Hi l Y’)(Kk * Xk) 
i.k 
=C ((HioXi)-Kk*Xk +(Kk’Xk)_Hi*Xi 
i.k 
+ I[&] l[a,61~ l [Hi l Xi, K/c l Xk])* 
Since the final term in each summand is 0, MN is also of the form Cp= 1 4 l X’ for some 
optional processes 4. 
Hence, if SO s s1 G l = l s Sk are positive reals, ul, . . . , uk are vectors, and 2 = 
.k 
rI m= 1 exp(G,, Xs, -Xsm_,)), then 2 - EZ is of the form If=1 Hi *Xi. But the set of 
such random variables Z - EZ is dense in MO in &-norm, and the result now follows 
easily from Lemma 4.1. 
(ii) Chou and Meyer [l] and Parthasarathy [S] have both pointed out that one 
cannot, in general., take H to be predictable. If, however, Xt = Pt - (EP& where Pt is 
a Poisson process, one can always take H predictable. Here X:’ =Xl. Following the 
proof of Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that E(Xhi Ft) = EXL +jA H, dX, for some 
H predictable. Choosing an L such that (L, X) = 0 (instead of [L, X] = 0), it suffices 
to show that (L, AX*-’ l X) = 0. Hence if we show AX*-’ .X = K l X for some 
predictable K, any integer 4 2 I., we would have (L, K l X) = K. (L, X), and we 
would be done. Since all the jumps of X are the same size, c, AX*-l = c*-’ AX, and 
(AXoX), = c AX: -kt= C c AX,--kt=cXl=(cX),, 
SG? s=sr 
where k = E(C sSl AX:) = VarWA = cE(C,,~ AXi). 
(iii) Suppose M is a lot al martingale adapted to the sigma fields of Xt with MO = 0. 
Again, we may assume EIXtl c 00, EX, = 0. Since M is a local martingale, there exist 
stopping times T, such that MtATn = U: + Vy, where U” E MO and V” is a martingale 
whose continuous component is 0 \.%ich has a single jump of size MT, at time T,,. 
Since the sigma fields of Ft are quasi-left continuous, any stochastic integral of X 
jumps only when X does, hence any martib!gale in MO jumps only when X does, from 
which it follows easily that V” jumps o 11y when X does. If U” = H l X, then 
MT, = W+ WT,IAXTJ~AX,-,,~OJ l X. 
It is now clear that every local martingale IM is a stochastic integral with respect 
to x. 
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